
Grade 5 Home Learning Tasks for Monday 18th October 

Check in/Roll 9.00am 

Literacy mini lesson 9.15am 

Maths mini lesson 10.30am 

Assembly 2.30 

 

Literacy 

Today in our literacy session we will be reading a text about Maddie Rae, a 13 year 

old who started her own business. After reading the text, complete the following tasks; 

- Summarise the business that Maddie started. 

- Explain why Maddie started the business 

- Using a dictionary, find out the meaning of the words in red and rewrite each 

one in a sentence. 

-  

Maddie Rae's Slime Glue 
Maddie Rae is a 13-year-old entrepreneur from Fairfield, CT. Like many other kids 

her age, she was swept up in the massive trend of DIY slime and fell in love with 

making her own recipes. She first learned about making slime from her friends at 

school and soon became inspired by YouTube and Instagram accounts that are 

devoted to slime making. 

In March, 2017 she launched Maddie Rae’s Slime Glue after she had trouble finding 

glue to make her slime creations as countless stores and websites were sold out of 

white and clear glue.  Madison took matters into her own hands and pleaded with her 

father, Howard Greenspan, owner of a consumer products company to help her 

make her own brand of glue that is used specifically for slime. Since its launch, 

thousands of gallons of Maddie Rae’s Slime Glue have been sold and she has 

expanded the line to offer slime jars, slime colouring, custom glitter and 

microbeads, and many more accessories that will be debuting throughout 2019. She 

says her favourite part of developing her own line of slime glue is having access to 

unlimited glue and being able to test the slime dyes and pigments. 

Maddie believes that what she has learned most about owning her own company is 

that it takes a lot of hard work and devotion. 

On November 4th, 2017, Maddie and her team attended PlayFair New York, where 

they broke the Guinness World Record for the Largest Slime. It took an army of 



nearly 100 people and about 90 minutes to pour and mix ingredients in a large pool. 

The result: 13,820 pounds of slime! She hopes her story encourages other kids to 

follow their dreams and pursue their great ideas and not doubt themselves. 

She recently kicked that determination into overdrive! Not only is she an innovative 

teen entrepreneur, she is now the creator of the first-ever, and world’s largest slime 

convention, Maddie Rae’s Slime Bash! 

Created as a means to celebrate all things slime, the wild success of the event created 

international buzz on social media platforms and within the media.  This unexpected 

fame prompted the planning of Maddie Rae’s Slime Bash 2, a large-scale event, 

boasting over 7,500 ticketholders and known as the largest slime convention in the 

world! Maddie Rae intends to capitalise on the thriving slime community by taking 

Slime Bash on the road, with many additional events planned. 

 

Maths 

Fractions

 

Task: Your task is to write down the fraction that is represented by 

the shapes below. 

Shape  Fraction 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 

  

 

 

 

SHARE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38y_1EWIE9I 

Watch the short film called ‘Snack Attack’. List all of the emotions that the main 

character felt at the following times of the film. 

1. When she was at the vending machine 

2. When she was sitting on the bench with the boy 

3. When she sat on the train and looked into her bag 

4. When the train started to move. 

 

PE with Mr Yasunaga 

Captain America Fitness Run  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu3jzHBlLuo  

Fortnite Dance Tutorials  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8ew_nFgx04   

Balloon Juggling Pack Up Game  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCg-MkVkxyU   

Dance Along – Thunder  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDXtCFRUVsc  

Grade 3, 4, 5 & 6   
Please take a couple of photos or short video clips (30sec) to share on XUNO or email to 
heath.yasunaga@education.vic.gov.au  Or save them in you Teams folder.   
   
PAPER RING CHALLENGE  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQlhAuZ9yes   
TOILET PAPER WORKOUT  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XWGa7ytYFQk  
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